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Just recently back from a months’ birding in 

Argentina. It made a very pleasant change after 

the third world rain forests of Indonesia to bird 

in a country much like South Africa- a mixture of 

first world cities and third world rural areas but 

with generally good roads and good and 

inexpensive food, beers and wines. Not that 

Argentina doesn’t have serious problems. With 

Inflation running at 45% and salary increases 

only half of that, many people are under huge 

pressure. Imagine going to a bank and finding a 

loan will cost you over 100% interest.  

 

We were last there about 10 years ago when the Peso was 4 to the $. Today it is 36 to the $. We 

were on a private tour with Trogon- a local outfit and had decided to pay for our own and the guides 

food for the trip. Having been told by them how “expensive” Argentina was, I decided to cash $2000 

at the start of the trip, The local cambrio had no 500 peso notes so I received 71000 pesos in 100 

peso notes – seven great bundles of currency, each over 10 centimetres high and weighing a ton. I 

felt I had robbed a bank as I walked out with a huge brown envelope stuffed full of money. In fact we 

spent just over $1000 on the whole trip and that included lots of beer and wine- A good bottle of 

wine in a restaurant was between R120-R150 so at 36 pesos to the $- not expensive at all! 

 

We flew into Cordoba at 3.00 am and our trusty guide was there to meet us. Patricio was one of the 

best birders I have had the good fortune to bird with. I have never met anyone before who could ID 

hummingbirds and swifts by call. But no one is perfect- he turned out to be one of the worst drivers 

we have ever had. Someone up there was looking after us as we constantly reversed into things 

behind us and veered towards cliff edges on the right or wandered into oncoming traffic on the left 

as he checked his 20 year old Garmin for the next birding stop. 

 

We spent nearly two weeks in the North west travelling in our Hilux double cab from Cordoba to 

within 4 kilometres of the Bolivian border – 0ver 1000 kilometres in all travelling through the 

foothills of the Andes before spending 3 days over 3000 metres and one day over 4000m reaching 

our highest point at 4600 metres. I enjoyed the NW best of all. The birding was great, the scenery in 

places was absolutely stunning. The shape and 

colours of the rock formations around 

Purmamarca had to be seen to be believed. 

 

We then flew from Salta to Iguazu. The falls are 

truly spectacular ruined only the thousands of 

people traipsing across the metal walkways 

crossing the Iguazu river to the lookout point for 

the “Devil’s throat”. Here you fight the selfie 

takers to find a point where you can photograph 



the Great Dusky Swifts flying through spray to 

land on the rocks behind the falls. We 

unfortunately did not have enough time along 

the Brazilian border before heading down to 

Ibera Marsh. While supposedly one of the 

highlights of a birding trip to Argentina I found 

the marsh a bit disappointing- not a patch on 

the Pantanel or even our own Okavango. 

 

We had a long drive to Posadas where we 

boarded our flight to Buenos Aires. People do 

not appreciate how large Argentina really is- 

Practically the same size as Europe!  We had 2 nights in a hotel in the centre of BA- a silly decision 

because it takes nearly 2 hours to reach the outskirts and with early morning traffic restrictions we 

had to take a taxi to reach our hire car which was not allowed into the city centre. We went north 

and birded  Otamendi NP before beginning our long trek south – firstly down the Atlantic coast as far 

south as Las Grutas before turning west across the Steppes to Bariloche nestled beneath the Andes 

close to the border with Chile. Another long trip of over 2000 kilometres. 

 

Our final leg saw us saying farewell to Patricio who had to drive back to BA (hope he made it!) before 

boarding our flight to El Calafate in Southern Patagonia- home to the Magellanic Plover- the whole 

reason for the trip. I hate leaving the major target bird until the end of the trip and having those 

constant thoughts about not finding it, but find it we did with our new guide Alejandro- another 

really capable guide who lived in Calafate,  all be it in a 70mph gale with gusts that nearly took us off 

our feet and made using the scope nearly impossible. So another family under the belt- only 4 to go 

now and I am hoping to find 3 of them next year. 

 

Our last 3 days in Southern Patagonia were memorable. Great birding and the view of the Moreno 

Glacier- being able to get within 40 metres on land of the calving 1.5 kilometre long edge of the 

glacier was really very special. 

 

It was a pleasure being able to photograph in more open country again and despite lots of days 

where the early morning light was 

problematic, it is on trips like this that makes 

lugging 14 kilos of gear around with you 

worthwhile.  There only 17 families which I 

have seen which I have not photographed and 

the Tapaculos were on of them. That all 

changed. I photographed 6 of the 8 species of 

Tapaculo we saw- not too shabby by any ones’ 

standards. 

 



Argentina is full of LBJ’s. You need to quickly learn to 

sort the Canasteros from the Miners from the 

CInclodes before tackling the Earthcreepers, 

Woodcreepers and Spinetails. And the some of the 

Tyrant flycatchers are always a challenge.  However 

when you have LBJ’s with names like Warbling 

Doradito, Firewood Gatherer, Curve-billed 

Reedhaunter and Thorn-tailed Rayadito- these are 

guys you simply have to see. There are lots of look-

alike birds too- Pampas and Long-tailed Meadowlark, 

Hudson’s and White-winged Black Tyrant, the Sierra 

Finches, the Yellow Finches and you need look very 

closely when you have 3 species of Flamingo in front of you. So Argentina is not for beginners 

although anyone can enjoy the Burrowing Parrots- you can see both races- one in the NW the other 

in the SE. 

So after 31 days of birding (we always say these trips are too long -but still do them) we flew back to 

BA, on to Sao Paulo and finally back to Johannesburg on the grotty Latam Airline. Avoid them if you 

can. For all of SAA’s problems they are still one of the better airlines to fly with. 

 

Arriving at Cordoba at three in the morning gave us just a couple of hours sleep before grabbing a 

quick breakfast and heading off towards Pampa de Achala the highest plateau in the heart of the 

Cordoba hills  passing through woodland and scrub more typical of the Chaco habitat surrounding 

this granite massif  detached from the Andes range by over 300 kilometres and thus enjoying its own 

level of endism. We had two nights in the small town of Icho Cruz and spent a day and half up the 

mountain at 2100 metres.  

 

The big endemic here is Orlog’s Cinclodes which was not too difficult to find and then we were 

straight into the LBJ’s- with Cordoba Cinclodes, Cordoba Canastero and Rufous-banded Miner. The 

Campo Flickers provided a splash of colour and we had close views of Spectacled Tyrant with that 

amazing white eye ring. 

 

From Icho Cruz we headed to Salinas Grandes for another really localised endemic. There are a 

number of large salt pans in the area ( although most of the salt industry seems to have stopped 

working) and here you find the Salinas 

Monjita. It seems to be another deserted 

habitat with no birds there at all and it took 

us half an hour to find the bird after much 

bundu bashing in the Hilux. There was a little 

party of 3 birds – really good looking birds 

and we found a couple more on the way out. 

 

The road into the pan is really good Chaco 

habitat and we were back there again the 



following morning. It is funny how there is always a bird 

you really want to see on these trips (for no particular 

reason) and one of these was the Spot-winged Falconet. 

We had been watching all the roadside poles for 4 days 

now with no luck and then suddenly a pair came flying 

through the woodland to perch close by and give us great 

views. We had a good morning’s birding here with Black-

crested Finch, Lark-like Brushrunner, Brown Cacholote, 

Many-coloured Chaco Finch and lots of others. 

The afternoon was spent driving 300 kilometres to a 

completely new habitat – a small section of cloud forest 

which then peters out at 1800 metres on our way to Tafi del Valle. The stream running through the 

forest gave us Torrent Duck (a great little family with chicks) and- the big one- Rufous-throated 

Dipper allowing us to complete another family having now seen all 5 dippers. 

 

The following day was spent birding the mountain around Tafi del Valle. Our first Andean Condors 

were spotted and our first Tapaculo. These higher altitude Tapaculos seem to be very call 

responsive. So the diminutive White-browed Tapaculo popped out at the sound of the call and did 

his best to compete with the Iphone. 

We watched the Andean Lapwings being chased off by the Southern Lapwings- ( a bird nearly as 

common as the Rufous-collared Sparrow) before climbing up a gully in search of Cordilleran and 

Puna Canasteros 

Another gully produced Zimmer’s Tapaculo which was equally tape responsive. Andean Flickers 

joined the show and we finally got our dove- Moreno’s or Bare-eyed Ground Dove. Delighted with 

these birds we climbed down to the road only to hear a snipe calling from a wet patch of meadow 

and a Puna Snipe turned out to be an unexpected treat. 

To round off the day we visited a lake where we picked up White-fronted, Andean and Red gartered 

Coots 

Day six saw us leaving Tafi del Valle climbing over the El Infiernillo mountain pass (3042 metres) 

heading north towards the famous wine region of Cafayate. We found many of the birds we saw the 

day before but Tucuman Mountain Finch was new.  

Once over the pass you drop down into the province of Salta and into another completely new 

habitat- Monte desert. Here there were more 

endemics to search for along with other new birds. We 

quickly ran into our first Patagonian Mockingbird, 

found a flock of Burrowing Parrots, found the desert 

specialists Cinnamon Warbling Finch and White-

throated Cacholote and then spent the next 4 hours 

searching for Sandy Gallito. 

What a frustrating bird- You can hear them calling 100 

metres away. You sneak up and can’t find them. They 

call again really close now. You play the tape and they 

immediately shut up leaving you aimlessly walking 



around the tall cactus plants not knowing where the 

bird had gone. After 4 attempts like this we called it a 

day and went and had a beer. 

We had time the following morning to give the Sandy 

Gallito  ( Gallitos are members of the Tapaculo 

family) one more go before moving on with exactly 

the same result as the previous evening. Today we 

were leaving Cafayete  for Cabra Corral passing 

through  the wonderfully scenic canyon of Quebrada 

de las Conchas. We stopped to admire the incredible 

rock formations- had another go at the Gallito and moved on. We found our first Puna Rhea (still a 

ssp of Lesser Rhea in IOC) and had brief views of Cream-backed Woodpecker which we were to see 

much better in a couple of days’ time. 

 

The following day we were back into the mountains following the Cachi Rd up to 3500 metres. 

Before climbing the mountain we traversed more cloud forest finding Chaco Chachalaca and Dusky-

legged Guan along the way and a great bird- the White-rumped Hawk. On the ascent we found our 

first Ornate Tinamou- a bird we were to see on a regular basis thereafter. Birding the mountain 

involves stopping and walking up one of the many gullies most of which had a small stream heading 

downhill . Here you find  Earthcreepers and Canasteros aplenty- how about Maquis, Cordilleran, 

Steinbach’s (an endemic) and Puna. Brown-capped Tit-Spinetail and D’Orbigny’s Chat-Tyrant and 

Rufous-bellied Saltator were more good birds.   

 

Before leaving  Cabra Corral  we had another couple of hours in the cloud forest picking up Tucuman 

Amazon, Rothschild’s Swift and the tricky Yungas Dove which is easy to hear but difficult to find. 

Today we were heading for Purmamarca another tourist orientated but very attractive little village 

high in the mountains. We stopped for lunch at a dam where we saw our first Coscoroba Swans. 

Before climbing up to Purmamarca we checked another piece of cloud forest ( which occurs only 

between 1200-1800 metres) and were rewarded with Red-faced Guan. We then pushed on to the 

village to look for Puna Tinamou only to find all the suitable habitat had been bulldozed for a new 

road- we never were to see this bird! 

 

We had an evening drive to admire more incredible rock formations around the village and then 

checked a site for Brown-backed Mockingbird only to find in a small patch of reeds by the stream a 

very confiding Plumbeous Rail- a real surprise! 

 

The next day was a really special day. We were 

heading to Laguna de los Pozuelos NP- at 3500 

metres and home to all three species of South 

American Flamingos. We picked up Puna Miner and 

Rusty-backed Canastero along the way and found 

our first Vicunas (a new mammal for us) feeding 

with Puna Rheas near the Park gates. Following the 



stream we had Andean Geese and Andean Avocets 

with Andean Lapwings in the grasslands nearby. We 

also found a flock of Golden-spotted Ground Doves. 

Wilson’s Phalarope is a North American species which 

breeds in the wetter meadows and prairies of North 

and Western America and then migrates to South 

America for the winter where they land in high 

numbers on the high altitude steppes and puna of 

Argentina in particular. We were in the US last year in 

mid April and I spent many hours scanning the 

meadows in Oregon and Washington State for the bird. Unfortunately we were a week too early for 

the bird. They were still on their way back to their breeding sites. 

So it was with great relief that we managed to catch up with this very unusual phalarope in Laguna 

de los Pozuelas NP in Argentina. It’s postures while searching for food are quite unique. There were 

lots of birds there-too many to count feeding with the Baird’s Sandpipers and the Puna Plover- 

another plover that I was keen to see.  

The Puna Plover is another high altitude specialist generally living on the flats around lakes in the 

puna above 3000 metres which is exactly where we found it. 

The water levels in the lagoon were low and we had to park over a kilometre from the shoreline and 

walk the rest of the way. The distant shoreline was thick with birds and you could see the massive 

conglomerations of pink birds far in the distance. The dampish mud under our feet was very cloying 

and you quickly grew two inches in height with unwanted layers of mud clinging to your shoes. 

The really wet mud which you had to steer round was covered with small flies- just the right grub for 

the many hundreds of Wilson’s Phalaropes and Baird’s Sandpipers. As we moved closer to the 

shoreline but still over a hundred metres away the flamingos started to take off- they were 

incredibly skittish and we watched huge formations fly across to the other side of the lake, a 

kilometre away. My heart sank- please let a few remain so that we could get reasonable views. We 

stopped walking -erected Patricio’s 30 year-old scope- I could see more through my bino’s and 

started checking the coots- Horned Coot would be new but they too were building nests too far out 

to get a shot. We were trying to let the few remaining flamingos settle down and spent 10 minutes 

watching the avocets and geese, coots and Puna Ibis go about their daily business. There were large 

flocks of waders on the shoreline, again too distant to pick you way through which took off, circled 

and landed again in that amazingly co-ordinated flight formation of theirs. 

 

Chilean Flamingos have grey legs and bright pink knees, 

Andean Flamingos have yellow legs and James’s (Puna) 

flamingos are smaller and have red legs. There are bill 

differences as well but we just had to get close enough to 

be able to pick up these differences. Creeping forward a 

metre at a time ( there is no cover anywhere) we were 

able to make out Chilean and Andean but no sight of 

James’s. I really did not want to miss a James’s and just as 

we were about to turn round and head back, Patricio said 

he had what could be a small flock of James’s in that 



dreadful scope of his further along the shoreline. 

So on we trudged- these birds were a little more 

confiding and sure enough these birds were 

James’s- more high fives were required- the 

photos were not great and we had a 2 kilometre 

walk back to the car in the afternoon heat (It can 

get really hot even at 3500 metres)  but we were 

well satisfied with the days’ birding. Now we had 

a long drive through to La Quierca. 

I Like Plovers -they always seem such plucky little 

birds and to have the opportunity to see one of 

the most attractive plovers in the world was too 

good to miss. We were told it was not going to 

be easy. This bird’s preferred habitat at this time of the year is wet peat bogs above 4000 metres. So 

the plan was to reach the peat bog early on which starts at 4400 metres and face the possibility of 

walking a kilometre following the stream through the bog to as high as 4600 metres. Could be tough 

but surely worth making the effort. 

 

Our base was a small hotel in the town of La Quierca and guess who should be there but a 

Rockjumper group with a local guide from Seriema tours who planned to do exactly the same thing. 

We knew they were breakfasting at 6.30 so we had breakfast 45 minutes earlier. We wanted to find 

the bird before the hordes arrived. It takes over an hour to climb a thousand metres into the Andes 

but we did spend some time checking out a couple of Earthcreepers and Canasteros along the way. 

So the light and the light cloud were just starting to lift and improve when we arrived on site and 

looked up the gully and watched the stream gently flowing downhill.  

 

It was bitterly cold up there but there was only a light breeze so conditions were not that bad. So 

with beenies pulled down around our ears, wind proof pants on and anoraks with lots of layers 

underneath we started to make our way slowly uphill. Fortunately neither of us found the altitude to 

be a problem- I was surprised to see that I was breathing quite easily. A couple of Cinereous Ground 

Tyrants were the first birds to show. I took a couple of photos and on we trudged. 

 

Now just once in a while today happens to be your 

lucky day and after just 150 metres we spotted 

movement around the grass tufts in the middle of 

the stream and there they were !! A pair of 

Diademed Plovers. They really are quite confiding 

little birds and allowed a close approach for some 

good pics. We followed their progress along the 

stream bed for over half an hour and were making 

our way back to the double cab when the tour bus 

with the Rockjumper guys arrived. We told them it 

was their lucky day and left them to do some 



birding further up the mountain delighted at our 

success without any serious effort 

After finding the Plover we headed on to some 

Polylepus forest which proved to be very disappointing. 

We found Andean Flicker, Grey bellied Seedsnipe and 

some Mountain Viscacha- looks like a long-tailed Rabbit 

along the way. We survived the narrow winding roads 

and Patricio’s driving by the grace of god and spent our 

final morning at altitude the next day by visiting the old 

village of Yavi and were rewarded with Brown-backed 

Mockingbird, Bare-faced Ground Dove and what Patricio described as the rarest bird in Argentina- 

The Citron-headed Yellowfinch. Unfortunately we had already seen it in Bolivia. Then we hit the long 

road south heading for San Lorenzo. We stopped at the same piece of Cloud forest to look at a Black-

and Chestnut Eagle’s nest- a million miles up the hill but you could just make out the chick on the 

nest. 

And so our trip to the North West drew to a close. After admiring the Plush-crested Jays and Cream-

backed Woodpeckers in the hotel grounds we headed for Salta and the airport. That afternoon we 

were flying to Iguazu way up on the Brazilian and Uruguayan borders. 

Iguazu is a tourist town with prices to match. Now small beers were $5, not the $2.5 for large bottles 

we were paying in the NW. We were staying right on the edge of the forest and spent a couple of 

hours there before heading for the falls. Dark-billed Cuckoo was a good bird to find and Greenish 

Tyrannulet was new as was Eared Pygmy Tyrant, but there was not too much else to get excited 

about. 

We queued for a tickets to enter the Park. It is a big place and most people take the small train to 

access the different viewing points of the falls. The most spectacular falls are known as the Devil’s 

throat but you can’t just climb on a train to view them. You have to get a ticket for a train at a 

certain time. They run every 20 minutes and even at 9.30 am we had to  wait  40 minutes for an 

available seat.  Still it gave us time to watch our first Great Dusky and Sooty swifts fly past and watch 

the Red-rumped Caciques being harassed by the Giant Cowbirds. There was just a possibility of 

picking up a Black-throated Piping Guan on the train and we were ready to keep our eyes peeled for 

that. No such luck with all those people around- there were just a couple of Plush-crested Jays at 

one of the resting points on the one kilometre metal boardwalk across the river to the Devil’s throat. 

You can see why it has that name as the river forms a semi-circle and then simply drops down one 

enormous hole which is so covered with spray you cannot see the bottom. There are dozens of Great 

Dusky Swifts flying through the spray to land 

on the rockface behind the falls and on the 

sides of the main falls they simply fly into 

long grassy tufts where they obviously have 

their nests although all you see is them 

disappearing into the grass. 

 

There were so many people there it simply 

ruined the experience and we decided not to 

visit any other of the viewpoints  but head for 



the hummingbird garden in 

town. We spent a pleasant 

hour there in the late 

afternoon. None of the 

hummers were new but we did 

pick up a Purple-throated 

Euphonia and admired a 

confiding Blue-naped 

Chlorophonia. It was still light 

enough to do some birding on 

our return to the hotel. We 

were looking for the rufous-

capped Motmot which never 

put in an appearance but were rewarded with a Spot-billed Toucanet instead. 

 

The following morning we were on our way to Ituzainga en route for the Ibera marshes. We stopped 

en route for a Plovercrest- a tricky Hummer with very specific habitat requirements and then called 

in at Uruguay National Park. It was teeming with rain so I left the camera in the car as we walked 50 

metres to the river, and there on the rocks was our Black-throated Piping Guan. I rushed back for the 

camera and with Patricio holding the umbrella I got my shots of the Guan- such is a photographer’s 

life! 

 

Ituzainga lies at the northern most end of Ibera Marsh and the lodge we were originally booked in 

was closed for renovation. Our new lodge some 300 kilometres to the south was at the 

southernmost end. Progress was slow on wet and extremely slippery dirt roads . Birding along the 

way we had some good seed-eaters and Grass Tyrants, our first Giant Wood Rail of many, and both 

Strange and Streamer-tailed Tyrants. Both White and Black-and-white Monjitas were around and our 

first Tawny-headed Swallow. It was going to be a late arrival- after 8.00pm but we took the wrong 

dirt road, got lost with no cell phone signal and finally arrived at 12.30 in the morning. We were not 

amused. 

 

Ibera lodge was surrounded by roads a foot deep in mud and to reach their boat jetty the mud was 

impassable. The problem was solved by attaching the double cab to a tractor and towing us the 600 

metres to the jetty. The boat trip was 

disappointing. A canal over 2 kilometres long had 

actually been excavated so the fishermen could 

reach more open waters but the sides of the canal 

were so high it was difficult to see over the top. 

The water was too deep so birds were few and far 

between but we did find both Least and Stripe-

backed Bitterns and a Sooty Tyrannulet as well as 

old favourites like Scarlet-headed Blackbird . The 

Lodge manager asked how it compared to the 

Okavango. I wasn’t too liberal with the truth! 



 

We birded around the lodge the next day. Our 

big target was the Yellow Cardinal but 8 hours 

of searching proved fruitless and again on 

days further south we had no luck. It was a 

bird we were not to see. The drive back north 

to Posadas was long and slippery (and Patricio 

was actually learning how to use 4X 

drive).  Another try for the Gallito proved 

fruitless so we headed on northwards past 

dozens of Monk Parakeets’ nests. The Monk 

Parakeet is the only parakeet to build a nest 

of twigs and they often used the telegraph poles along the road. – reminded me of Sociable Weaver 

nests back home. So after three days of hard and difficult birding we arrived back in Posadas and 

flew out to Buenos Aires. 

We never saw much of BA. We were up and out at dawn and back at dusk. It took several hours to 

clear the suburbs of BA heading towards the North east and we did not arrive at our first birding 

stop across the Parana river In Otamendi NP until mid-morning. We focused on the marshlands 

rather than the thorny forests and quickly called out Curve-billed Reedhaunter and Warbling 

Doradito. On the other side of the road a Black and Rufous Warbling Finch called from the bushes. 

 

We concentrated on the marsh hoping to find a straight-billed Reedhaunter but he was not 

cooperating but were rewarded with a Rufous-sided Crake. We were birding from the roadside now 

and made frequent stops. We were hoping for Saffron-cowled Blackbird but as with the 

Reedhaunter you often find something else. This time a White-naped Xenopsaris , a Pied Water-

Tyrant and a Freckle-breasted Thornbird. Our last stop by a pan close to the road revealed Ringed 

Teal, Southern Widgeon, Rosy-billed Pochard and Spot-flanked Gallinules. 

 

Up early again to fight the BA traffic today we were heading south- a 2000 kilometre journey that 

would eventually take us west across the steppes to the Chilean border. But today it was just a 

couple of hundred kilometres to San Clemente.. Today we saw our first Black-necked Swans – a very 

striking bird. Some pans were very 

productive holding Silver Teal, Yellow-

billed Pintails, Speckled Teal, White-

tufted Grebe and three species of Coot- 

White-fronted, Red Gartered and Red-

fronted, and another new bird for us -

Snowy-crowned Tern. 

 

It was another day of roadside birding 

with lots of Herons, Storks, Egrets and 

Limpkin showing well while the roadside 

poles gave us Long-winged Harrier, 



Harris’s Hawk and the ever-present 

Roadside Hawk. The common waders 

were Greater and Lesser Yellowlegs and 

the odd Solitary and Pectoral Sandpiper. 

 

Day 22 of the trip gave us a great 

morning’s birding. We visited a number 

of pans on private property – a ranch 

called Estancia el Pallenque. American 

Golden Plovers were everywhere. 

Waders along the shores of the pans 

included Lesser and Greater Yellowlegs, 

Pectoral and White-rumped sandpipers 

and Hudsonian Godwits. There were ducks and coots aplenty- including the very special Black-

headed Duck. In the reeds we had Warbling Doradito and Many-coloured Rush Tyrant and a new 

mammal- lots of Coypu- a small beaver look alike. 

American Golden Plover is another North American species which nests in the high arctic tundra 

before migrating south to South America where they usually winter on inland grasslands. They are a 

long-winged bird and many migrate over the west Atlantic (hence vagrants to Africa) on a great 

circle oceanic route often flying non-stop from Canada to Argentina. 

In Argentina they were very common on the grasslands a few kilometres from the Atlantic coast 

around San Clemente in grasslands which held a number of pans. It was not unusual to see them 

feeding alongside Yellowlegs, Pectoral sandpipers and the odd White-rumped Sandpiper.  But they 

were often by themselves feeding in drier habitat. They were reasonably confiding and allowed an 

approach to within 25 metres.  In non-breeding plumage there is not much golden about them and 

they have a fairly greyish appearance. 

 

Feeding in the pans within a hundred metres of the Plovers we found our first Hudsonian Godwits- 

they too looking very greyish in their non breeding plumages. Another North American migrant 

breeding in wide spread lowland marshlands near rivers and estuaries in Canada and Alaska, it 

overwinters on the Atlantic coastline from just south of Buenos Aires all the way down to Tierra del 

Fuego. It’s flight routes are spectacular both in terms of distance travelled and it’s navigational 

accuracy. Transatlantic records are very rare There are no other godwits on The Atlantic coast so 

luckily there is no possibility of confusion.. In addition to those on the pan we did find a couple of 

birds at the mouth of the estuary in San Clemente. 

 

Around the pans there was just flat open grassland 

with no trees – well I tell a lie because there was one 

tree and when we heard the call of a Firewood 

Gatherer we knew he had to be in that tree. He 

builds an incredible, impenetrable, nest in a specific 

type of tree and pops his head out on hearing the 

call. Another LBJ but I just love that name. 



 

The headland at San Clemente is called Punta Rasa 

and is well known as a resting spot for migrant 

waders. Well we missed them. Other than a few 

Terns and a couple of Godwits there was not much 

around. 

Back on the road we had a long drive to Bahia 

Blanca. This place was a monumental dump; home 

to the Argentinian Navy (not that that means much 

these days) it is also a large container port and the 

place was full of trucks on the road and abandoned trucks and machinery in fields everywhere you 

looked. Even the marshes round the estuary were full of rubbish. Imagine climbing over mattresses, 

sheets of plastic, building rubble and general filth to look for a Dot-winged Crake- No wonder we 

never found it. We did however see Orlog’s Gull now a full species split from Band-tailed Gull. 

The only bird of note around Bahia Blanca is the Pampas Meadowlark and having seen that and 

some great Burrowing Parrots I could not wait to leave the place. 

And so we continued south- another long drive to Las Grutas- a small village on the coast turned 

popular seaside resor . I have to say Argentinians must be desperate to see the sea when they 

holiday in places like San Clemente, Bahia Blanca and Las Grutas. The weather is freezing  even in 

November- the wind never stops blowing, and they have to be the most unexciting resort towns I 

have ever seen. It never stopped raining in Las Grutas. 

A small piece of Monte desert habitat stretches as far south as Las Grutas and here we saw 

Carbonated Sierra Finch, more Crested Gallitos , White-throated Cacholotes, and Black-crowned 

Monjita. We tried again for Sandy Gallito with no luck. 

After 24 hours of rain we now had another long drive of 700 kilometres across the steppes to 

Bariloche. But the rain had eased and we decided to give the Gallito one last attempt. We walked 

down a fairly steep gully and could hear it calling way over the top. It was a seriously steep climb up 

30 metres to get to the top where the scrub was so thick it was real needle in a haystack stuff. We 

both agreed we would never find it here and after watching a Yellow-billed Tit Tyrant we scrambled 

down to join Stephanie. 

 

We were looking for Hudson’s Black Tyrant difficult to tell from White-winged Black Tyrant if the bird 

doesn’t fly when all of a sudden Patricio said- 

SANDY GALLITO and there was a youngster in 

the middle of the path quickly followed by its 

mother. Wow they even stayed long enough for 

some decent shots. So persistence does pay off. 

As Gary Player said- the more you practice (for 

birders- the longer you are out there) the luckier 

you get. We left for Bariloche with a smile on 

our faces. 

It was going to be a long day- it is nearly 700 

kilometres to Bariloche, but after our success 



with the Sandy Gallito we set off in high 

spirits. I was hoping for some Ground or 

Shrike Tyrants on our journey over the 

steppes but it was not to be- they seem 

to be at higher altitudes this time of year. 

We found a number of Rusty-backed 

Monjitas  and precious little else not that 

birding at 120kph is that easy. Just before 

Bariloche we made a scheduled stop for 

an Austral Canastero- a difficult bird to 

find- but he was there right on cue. 

 

Bariloche is an attractive little town right on the shores of the lake- It is another tourist town, 

famous for its chocolate and crammed with sportswear shops for the myriads of hikers who come to 

walk the many trails. Stephanie decided to take the day off here and go shopping. She missed 

something really special. We went birding in the Antarctic beech forests looking for 4 tapaculos- and 

amazingly we saw them all (and photographed two). Our first target was Magellanic Tapaculo- we 

heard him call but he was not too interested in coming closer. I am never sure why some of these 

birds are more cooperative early in the morning and some seem to be more active later in the day. 

Anyway we left him for now and focused on the Chucao Tapaculo which showed well on 3 occasions.  

 

The dark-throated Huet-huet is a really difficult Tapaculo. He has this amazing whip-like call and so is 

easy to narrow down to a specific piece of forest. But seeing it is something else. We were lucky – he 

kept coming closer to the track and it was obvious he wanted to cross to the other side- and sure 

enough he made a break for it.  A second of a high speed missile but it was not a bad view none the 

less.  

 

We tried another stretch of forest looking for Magellanic Woodpecker- these birds have huge 

territories- over two hectares so again you need to be in the right place at the right time- We were 

not-at least for him but the Magellanic Tapaculo put in another appearance- This is a tiny little bird 

but he gave us good views right on the edge of the track. 

 

After lunch we met up with a friend of 

Patricio’s – another guide who lived on a 

fancy golf and polo estate. He said he could 

find us an Ochre-flanked Tapaculo- another 

real skulker who never leaves the dense 

vegetation on the edge of streams. And he 

was true to his word- we hunkered down on 

the edge of a marsh and the bird responded 

well to the call running through the scrub just 

behind a fence. Wow 4 tapaculos in a day – 

that must be some sort of record! 



 

These beech forests are fairly empty places- but 

we managed to see Thorn-tailed Rayadito, 

Pearled Treerunner, and Patagonian Tyrant but 

had no luck with Chilean Pigeon and the 

Rufous-tailed Plantcutter. 

 

We celebrated our last evening with Patricio 

with an excellent bottle of wine- and another 

huge Argentinian meal- Stephanie and I shared 

as we usually do but Patricio polished off 

another huge meal- boy- I have never known a bird guide who can’t eat- and Patricio – a skinny little 

fellow, was up there with the best of them. 

 

So we left Bariloche still needing to find a lot of birds in Patagonia and with just three days in which 

to do it. 

 

The landing in El Calafate is very scenic flying along the shoreline of the lake- and Alejandro was 

there to meet us knowing we had no time to waste. I always try to allow sufficient time to find these 

sought after new family birds. In the Plover’s case we had the afternoon we got off the plane. The 

next day we were travelling up to see the Glacier but could always hurry back for a few hours that 

afternoon and when desperation takes over we had the final day as we only flew out to BA in the 

evening. 

 

So Alejandro knew what the score was and we headed straight from the plane to the shores of Lago 

Argentino the biggest fresh water lake in Argentina. We arrived to find gale force winds- 70mph with 

gusts up to 100mph. The shore was a wide stretch of land. We parked the car 60-70 metres from the 

water. The first 20 metres were grassy after which the shoreline was a mixture of fine shale with 

patches of sand interspersed with small plants and clumps of grass. The closer you got to the water 

the wetter it became with some fairly large puddles. There were a myriad of places a small plover 

could hide or shelter from the wind. 

 

We sheltered behind an old abandoned jetty 

and scanned north into the wind. We spotted a 

Two-banded Plover- a bird we needed, looking 

good in breeding plumage and I wandered off 

to get a shot. Could not get as close as I would 

have liked and after spending ten minutes with 

the Two-banded wandered back to the jetty. 

We had to make a decision- do we head north 

into the wind or South with the wind. We 

chose South. 



 

We walked 50 metres, scanned the 40 metres of 

shore between us and the water, walked 

another 50 metres and repeated the exercise. 

And so we went- there were no birds there at all 

and after about 300 metres I realised how big a 

task this could potentially be. Another 50 metres 

-nothing – another 50 metres -nothing and then 

suddenly a bird flew from behind us and landed 

20 metres from the water. And there he was. 

We had obviously scanned right past him and 

missed him so good was his camouflage. 

 

He turned and facing into the wind started feeding totally oblivious of us. In the end I managed to 

approach to within 10 metres. Lots of shots later and after some serious high fives we trudged back 

to the car making slow progress into the wind. Our Calafate tour was off to a brilliant start. 

Latest DNA evidence suggests that the MP is actually not a Plover- Its closest relatives are the 

Sheathbills and Thick-knees 

After the Magellanic Plover we spent the remainder of the afternoon pottering around the lake. Lots 

of swans, geese, ducks, flamingos and Ibis but nothing else new. 

I gave Alejandro a list of 15 birds we needed. We were going to keep him busy. The next day we 

visited the Moreno Glacier- very spectacular and with lots of good birding along the way. We had 

great views of six Andean Condors- distant views of Magellanic Oystercatcher- a bird we could not 

find at Las Grutas. We had several stops looking for the Woodpecker finding Austral Parakeet, 

Chilean Flicker, Austral Pygmy-Owl and Rufous-tailed Plantcutter. And so on to the Glacier- but first 

we had to check out the forest around the carpark and there we found our Woodpecker- peering 

from his nesting hole and nothing we did would entice him from his hole. 

 

The dining room of the restaurant overlooking the front wall of the glacier has to have of most 

spectacular views from a restaurant anywhere in the world. Unfortunately it had prices to match. 

We ate our packed lunch and headed down to the board walks overlooking the glacier. Lots of noisy 

cracking sounds as the wall calved and great chunks fell into the water. I felt a great sense of relief 

that we did not need to go rushing back to look for a plover. 

And we had all day on our last day to look for more missing species. The -light in the early morning 

was brilliant- as a photographer I thought I had 

died and gone to heaven. We decided to give 

Austral Rail a go- a very difficult bird- we found 

Plumbeous Rail but not the Austral. However the 

views we had of a pair of nesting Cinereous 

Harriers made up for all of that. 

We headed south climbing to 1000 metres on to 

the steppes. Had goods views of lesser Rheas, 



much better views of Magellanic 

Oystercatcher and found a 

chocolate-vented Tyrant. But 

the one bird I really wanted to 

see up here on the steppes was 

Tawny-throated Dotterel. These 

birds could literally be 

anywhere- there was lots of 

preferred habitat- fairly short 

puna grass interspersed with 

small rocky patches. We spent 

two hours driving across the 

steppes. There was an 

opportunity to go for Hooded 

Grebe, but it was an hours’ walk across the steppes and Alejandro was not sure if it would be there- 

with only a 50/50 chance we decided to focus on the Dotterel. Finding no Dotterels on top we 

decided to drop back towards the valley floor. On the way down there were wonderful views of the 

lake, mountains and the distant glacier but the Dotterel called. Another dirt road pottering along at 

20 kph. We did 5 kilometres and were just about to turn around when Stephanie spotted them- and 

a pair of Dotterels gave us good views from the roadside. Generally these birds are pretty skittish 

and good views can be difficult. So with another serious tick under the belt we headed back to 

Calafate for lunch. 

In the afternoon we decided to try the site of a ski lift- obviously not used in the summer months. It 

was a long uphill walk but it produced Short-billed Miner, Scale-throated Earthcreeper and Creamy-

winged Cinclodes. There were even a couple of Ground Tyrants- Spot-billed and Cinnamon-bellied. 

The Seedsnipes were flying all around us- both Least and Grey-bellied. I did not realise they had a 

spectacular display flight calling loudly as they dropped to earth. 

We had really run out of birds to find so we made our way back to Calafate with plenty of time to 

pick up our bags and leave for the airport. We said farewell to Alejandro – a really nice guy and flew 

back to BA on Argentine Airlines- unfortunately no better than Latam. We had to overnight in BA 

before heading back to Sao Paulo and the 10 hour flight back to Johannesburg. 

So a great trip with lots of good birds. The Northwest is a must- I am not sure the long slog down the 

Atlantic coast was worth it but we did pick up a couple of really good birds- Sandy Gallito included. 

You could just fly down to Bariloche and 

on to El Calafate  especially if you wanted 

to do Tierra del Fuego as well. 

 

 

 

 


